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A study of a stable front propagating in a turbulent medium is presented. The front is generated
through a reaction-diffusion equation, and the turbulent medium is statistically modeled using a
Langevin equation. Numerical simulations indicate the presence of two different dynamical
regimes. These regimes appear when the turbulent flow either wrinkles a still rather sharp
propagating interfase or broadens it. Specific dependences of the propagating velocities on stirring
intensities appropriate to each case are found and fitted when possible according to theoretically
predicted laws. Different turbulent spectra are considered. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Front propagation has been a problem of great interes
a rich variety of nonequilibrium phenomena originating p
tern structures.1–3 The most usual and studied situation co
responds to a stable~planar! front propagating in a quiescen
homogeneous and isotropic medium at a constant velo
This situation can be modeled easily by a reaction-diffus
equation for the order parameter. Reaction~nonlinear! terms
have to present at least two possible steady states: one s
and a second unstable or metastable. Then the stable
propagates through the unstable one. The region where
variable changes abruptly from one state to the othe
called the interface or front width, whose size is controll
by the diffusion coefficient. These fronts propagate at a
locity v0 which results from the interplay between th
chemical time scale~reaction! tchemand the species diffusiv
ity coefficient ~diffusion! D: v0;(Dtchem

21 )1/2. These facts
are well known and have been discussed and applied in
ferent fields.

A more complicated situation is found when consideri
front–like patterns propagating in non–quiescent media
such a case, the additional length and time scales introdu
by the advecting flow will interact with those intrinsic to th
reaction-diffusion front dynamics, resulting in new and d
tinctive propagation regimes. Particularly interesting in t
context is the problem of reaction propagation in premix
combustible gases.4 Mainly due to its practical relevance i
combustion processes, the subject has motivated nume
theoretical as well as experimental efforts.5–10 The generic
understanding coming from these studies is that the turbu
front velocity vT is larger thanv0 , to an extent which de-
pends on the intensity and spatiotemporal correlations of
turbulent flow. Some other issues, however, such as velo
quenching effects, role of turbulent spectra remain somew
more open.

a!Present address: Instituto de Fı´sica, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad
la República, Tristán, Narvaja 1674 Montevideo 11200, Uruguay.
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An enlarged perspective has been gained recently w
experiments on liquid phase reactions11 have brought out a
more simplified scenario as compared to that of combus
processes. In such liquid reactions the change of density
the increasing of the temperature are negligible compa
with those occurring in typical combustion processes.12 In
this way experimentalists are closer to reproduce the se
simplified assumptions invoked by most of the theoreti
models.

An even more controlled situation concerning liqu
phase reactions can be envisaged when considering
propagation under externally imposed stirring conditio
This is precisely the context we will address in this paper.
essence, stirring can be thought of as a sort of controlled
to inject energy into a fluid medium through random forc
of statistical nature.13,14 Especially suited to reproduce suc
an scenario are the generically called15 synthetic turbulence
generating models. In particular we will employ here an
gorithm to generate stochastic, turbulent-like, flows satis
ing Langevin type equations.16 Specifically, random flows
with zero mean velocity and statistically isotropic, homog
neous and stationary are created independently of the f
conditions.

The closest experimental reference we are aware c
cerning this question is the recently reported experime
work by Ronneyet al.12 dealing with different stirred media
From the theoretical side, however, there is no specific
erature focusing on stirring effects, so we rely on the gene
references of front propagation under turbulent flows. M
of the existing theoretical models refer to the so-called H
gens mechanism valid for thin front conditions~‘‘flamelet
regime’’!. Among them we mention those based on the
called G-equation,7 nonlinear averaging of reaction-diffusio
equations,9 and specially, for the purpose of comparison w
our results here, the approaches of Kerstein,8 Yakhot17 and
Pocheau.10 These authors based on different assumpti
proposed scaling relations forvT in terms of the intensity of
the flowu0

2. Using the so-called flame propagation equatio
38511/7/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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a variant of the well-known KPZ-equation, Kerstein a
Ashurst8 obtained a relation valid for weak stirring intens
ties and large correlation times of the flow. Applying reno
malization procedures to the G-equation, Yakhot17 found a
relation without adjustable parameters. Pocheau claimed
both Kerstein and Yakhot laws converge into a quadra
relation when invariance over all the scales is assumed.10

On the other hand, when relying on comput
simulations,18 numerical accuracy and finite size effec
commonly restricts the examined scenarios to small turbu
intensities. It is also worth mentioning here the alternat
stochastic method reviewed by Pope.5 In such a formulation,
a probability density functional is introduced and, after
voking some closure approximation and elimination of va
ables procedure, a tractable set of partial differential eq
tions is obtained. The most important difficulties of th
method remain at the fundamental level of the closure
proximation.

In comparison with these generic procedures, what
gain with our random flow generating algorithm is an ea
control over the most representative statistical quantities
the advecting flow: its energy spectrum and spatiotemp
correlations. This in turn enables us to explore the role
these parameters in determining the different propagation
gimes and particularly in the enhancement of the front sp
under turbulent conditions. In particular, the two basic e
perimentally identified modes of front propagation und
stirring,12 i.e., the previously mentioned Huygens propag
tion mode and the distributed reaction zone regime,
qualitatively identified and quantitatively analyzed in o
simulations. Moreover, we are able to explore for each
gime the role of a pair of different energy spectra display
a quite different range of energy containing modes.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
summarize the method to simulate the turbulent medium
Sec. III we introduce the theoretical model of front propag
tion. Numerical results are presented and commented acc
ing the existing theoretical predictions. We devote Sec. IV
draw some conclusions and perspectives.

II. TURBULENT MEDIA MODELIZATION

Here we will present a brief summary of the theoretic
scheme to simulate a statistically homogeneous, statio
and isotropic turbulent flow characterized by its energy sp
trum. As we want to study fronts dynamics under differe
turbulent conditions we will generate two types of spectr

As a first example we adopt the Kraichnan’s~K!
spectrum,19 describing a distributed band of excitation
around a well pronounced peak centered at some w
defined wave numberk0 ,

E~k!}k3 expF2
3k2

2k0
2G . ~1!

In order to take into account the influence of a broa
spectrum of modes we will modelize another type of turb
lent medium with the choice of the Ka´rman–Obukhov’s
3852 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 12, December 1997
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~KO! spectrum which was introduced20 to study Kolgomorov
turbulence. To this end we select from the family of K
spectra, the following form:

E~k!}k3F11
9k2

5k0
2G27/3

~2!

which has its maximum also atk0 .
As we will assume that the characteristics of the flow a

not going to be affected by front dynamics, then our meth
will simply reproduce the above mentioned spectra in a s
tistical way ~see Ref. 16 for more theoretical details!.

Our starting point is a generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbe
like Langevin equation for the stream functionh(r ,t),

]h~r ,t !

]t
5n¹2h~r ,t !1Q@l2¹2#“–z~r ,t !, ~3!

wheren is the kinematic viscosity andz(r ,t) is a Gaussian
white noise process of zero mean and correlation

^z i~r1 ,t1!z j~r2 ,t2!&52e0nd~ t12t2!d~r12r2!d i j . ~4!

According to these definitions,e0 andl are control pa-
rameters, respectively, related to the intensity and charac
istic length of the random flow.Q@l2¹2# plays a relevant
role in our approach because it introduces through the
dom stirring forces the spectra we want to use in each p
ticular case. In particular for the K spectrum we take

Q@l2¹2#5expS l2¹2

2 D , ~5!

wherel5(3/2)1/2k0
21. On the other hand, the KO spectru

is reproduced through

Q@l2¹2#5~12l2¹2!27/6, ~6!

wherel5(9/5)1/2k0
21.

From the stream function, the 2-D incompressible a
vecting flow is obtained as usual,

v~r ,t !5S 2
]h~r ,t !

]y
,
]h~r ,t !

]x D . ~7!

This two dimensional version of our algorithm is chos
for the simplicity in dealing with the numerical simulation
but at the same time expresses our belief that the basic tr
of front propagation in turbulent media, that we want to an
lyze here, are well reproduced in this reduced dimension
ity. Moreover, recent experiments in chemical reactions
quasi-2-D geometries12 and theoretical analysis10 support
also this assumption.

The energy spectrumE(k) can be expressed in terms o
the Fourier transformed operatorQ(2l2k2),

E~k!5
e0

4p
k3Q2~2l2k2!. ~8!

The stirring intensity,u0
2, (u0

25*0
`dk E(k)) and integral

time t0 and lengthl 0 scales of the random flows are eas
expressed in terms of the functional and parametric spe
cations for the noise terms left in~3! and ~4!.

In particular for the K spectrum, we have
Martı́, Sagués, and Sancho
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u0
25

e0

8pl4
; t05

l2

n
; l 05

lAp

2
. ~9!

And for KO spectrum, we get for the three basic parame

u0
25

9e0

32pl4
; t05

l2

3n
; ~10!

l 05l
G~1/2!G~5/6!

2G~1/3!
. ~11!

In Fig. 1 three different spectra with the same intens
~kinetic energy! are presented: one of Kraichnan type~a! and
two of the Kárman–Obukhov spectrum~b! and ~c!. We see
how Kraichnan’s energy distribution shows a pronounc
maximum whereas the other spectra are broader and s
much longer tails. Spectra~a! and~c! have the samek0 , but
~a! and~b! have the samel 0 . These facts will be of relevanc
later on to explain the dynamical properties of a front pro
gating in random media represented by each one of th
spectra.

For the sake of comparison, we have considered
additional and somewhat related, turbulent conditions. T
first one, hereafter referred to as frozen stirring, correspo
to a frozen configuration of the random flow generated
cording the rules above introduced. The second one refe
to what follows as periodic flow, represent nothing but
periodic set of fixed eddies. It is constructed from the sin
mode stream function

h~x,y!5h0 cosS npx

L D cosS npy

L D , ~12!

FIG. 1. Comparison of Kraichnan~a! and Kárman–Obukhov~b! and ~c!
spectra. Continuous lines correspond to the analytical expression Eq.~8! and
symbols stand for simulation results in the discrete lattice.~a! Kraichnan,
l 054.0, k050.27; ~b! and ~c! Kárman–Obukhovl 054.0, k050.12 and
l 051.85, k050.27, respectively. The intensity~kinetic energy! is fixed to
u0

250.25. Unless otherwise stated a square lattice of 1283128 points and
unit spacingD50.5 has been employed in all our simulations.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 12, December 1997
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representing a periodic array ofn3n eddies, whereL5NA
the system size given in terms of the number of lattice po
N and the unit spacingD.

A detailed presentation of the way the algorithm was j
proposed is implemented to simulate turbulent flows can
found in Ref. 16.

III. FRONT DYNAMICS

A. The model and theoretical basis

In this section we present the model used to reproduc
chemical stable front propagating in random media with p
scribed statistical properties.

The basic ingredient is a reaction-diffusion schem
which exhibits two steady states of different stability a
connected by a front which otherwise propagates in a sta
~planar! way. There are many possible choices in t
literature2,3 and we will take a very simple one which corre
sponds to that of a generic reaction-diffusion equation for
scalar fieldc(r ,t), used as a relevant variable:

]c

]t
5D¹2c1 f ~c!, ~13!

where the nonlinear functionf (c) has a minimum of two
zeros corresponding to the steady states. In our nume
simulations we have chosen the nonlinear funct
f (c)5c22c3. In this case a stable planar front propaga
the stable statec51 ~‘‘products’’! into the invaded meta-
stable onec50 ~‘‘reactants’’!. Two important parameters
are the dimensionless propagation rate and front thickn
which, respectively, read

v05AD

2
, d05A8D. ~14!

The front profile has then the form,

c~x,t !5
1

2S 12tanhS x2v0t

d0
D D . ~15!

Our numerical results have been checked in relation w
different choices of the reaction term. Confirming our bel
that within our formulation, this choice should not be a re
evant point, we have explicitly considered the ca
f (c)5c(12c)(c20.25) and the same quantitative resu
have been obtained.

A turbulent flow is superposed now through a convect
term added to Eq.~13!

]c

]t
5D¹2c1c22c32“–@v~r ,t !c#. ~16!

As illustrated in Figs. 2a and 2b, numerical simulations
Eq. ~16! above, reproduce two distinct limiting regimes
front propagation. In these two figures the flow pattern
also plotted. Small arrows indicate the local velocity vec
of the flow.

In Fig. 2a we see a front in a situation where the typic
length scale of the flowl 0 is larger than the intrinsic one
associated to the reaction-diffusion dynamicsd0 . It is clear
that the mean size of the observed eddies is larger than
front width. Then a distorted front propagates with a larg
velocity than in the deterministic case but maintaining a s
rather sharp and well defined interface. Such a propaga
3853Martı́, Sagués, and Sancho
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mechanism is known in the combustion literature as
‘‘thin flame,’’ ‘‘flamelet’’ or ‘‘reaction sheet’’ regime.12

The other limit corresponds to a situation for whichl 0 is
smaller thand0 . Now the mean size of the eddies are co
parable or smaller than the interfacial width. This is the si
ation in Fig. 2b where the front is broader and more diffus
than in the former case. This situation is referred in the
erature as a ‘‘distributed reaction zone’’~DRZ! regime.12

Also in this case we also observe that the front velocity
larger than in quiescent media.

We want to emphasize at this point that both pheno
enologies are well known in experiments dealing with fro
propagation for isothermal chemical reactions.12

A specific mechanism of front propagation applies
each one of the previously identified modes. The comm
rationale behind the ‘‘thin flame’’ mode is based on a H
like argument: the front has the same local structure as in

FIG. 2. Density plot of the stirred reaction front for the K spectrum. T
arrows stand for the local velocity field plotted every 4 mesh points in e
direction. ~a! corresponds to the thin front mode, parameter values
D50.3, u0

253.0, l54.5 and t051.0; ~b! corresponds to the distribute
reaction front regime forD52.0, u0

2510.0, l52.2, t051.0.
3854 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 12, December 1997
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planar case with normal velocity given byv0 , but its length
increases due to wrinkling and this results on faster propa
tion velocities. This can be understood as a geometrical c
sequence of the propagation of curved interface with a lo
velocity v0 .7 Denoting, respectively, byLT andL0 the front
length and the lateral system size, we have

LT

L0
5

vT

v0
[S. ~17!

On the other hand, if we assume that the effect of
flow velocity in the DRZ regime is completely reproduce
by increasing the diffusive transport inside the broaden
front then such an effect can be incorporated as a renorm
ization of the diffusion coefficient. In the DRZ mode w
simply adapt the first fundamental result of Eq.~14!, to ob-
tain

S25S vT

v0
D 2

5S DT

D D , ~18!

whereDT is the effective turbulent diffusion. The next an
most involved step consists, however, in using Eqs.~17! and
~18! above to make detailed predictions forvT , or its dimen-
sionless formS, as a function of the stirring intensityu0 , or
its dimensionless valueu0 /v0[Q. Let us discuss on wha
follows our numerical results for the HP and DRZ regime

B. Results for HP versus DRZ propagation modes

In Figs. 3–5 we present our numerical results cor
sponding to these two modes of front propagation. If it is n
explicitly indicated the turbulent flow is that of K spectrum
On what refers to the HP mode, our first task was to ch
relation~17!. The collected data for the different values ofu0

2

are summarized in Fig. 3. For the sake of comparison,
include in this figure results obtained for the other two ad
tional stirring conditions introduced in Sec. II: the froze
stirring and the periodic flow. According to this figure, th

h
e

FIG. 3. S vs LT /L0 for turbulent flow~circles, l 054.0, t050.1), random
frozen~squares,l 054.0) and periodic eddies~triangles, 838 eddies!. In all
the simulations presented in this figure we have employedD50.3.
Martı́, Sagués, and Sancho
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FIG. 4. S(Q) for three stirring modes: turbulent flows~circles, t050.1;
romboids,t053.0), frozen stirring~squares!, and periodic eddies~triangles!.
The same parameter values of Fig. 3 have been employed. Continuous
stand for the theoretical predictions~see the text!. ~a!: Turbulent and frozen
flows. ~b!: Frozen flow.~c!: Periodic flow.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 12, December 1997
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geometric argument leading to~17! seems well-supported b
our simulations with the simple exception of those situatio
involving very intense periodic flows. Actually, under the
last conditions the interface is largely perturbed by the pr
ence of overhangs whose dynamics contribute positively
the computed velocity, measured as the time variation of
rate of occupation of thec51 state, but negatively to the
front length.

In Fig. 4, results forS(Q) are specifically plotted corre
sponding to three of the previously mentioned stirri
modes. Figure 4a shows the simulation results ofS2 versus
Q2 for a turbulent flow for two different values oft0 . The
theoretical predictions of Yakhot,17 (S5exp(Q2/S2) and
Pocheau (S25112Q2)10 are also plotted. Numerical data o
the case of frozen stirring are included for comparison. A
tually, the numerical results fit reasonably well the line
relationS2511aQ2, for the whole range ofQ. Neverthe-
less, the slope of such a linear law depends ont0 , a fact not
considered in theoretical predictions of Yakhot and Poche
Remarkably, these theoretical predictions fit better with o
numerical results for frozen stirring~limit of very large t0).
This agreement is not surprising because in Pocheau’s an
sis, both theoretical and experimental, a very large value
t0 was considered.10 Moreover, for this last flow, the behav
ior largely depends on the examined range ofQ: The former
behavior transforms into aS511a8Q4/3 when approaching
the smallest values ofQ here considered~Fig. 4b!.

Finally, results for the periodic stirring also show
crossover from a linear dependence at largeQ towards the
quadratic form:S2511a9Q2 at smallQ ~Fig. 4c!. Results
for the last two cases are in agreement with theoretical p
dictions by Kersteinet al.8

A final comment is worth emphasizing at this point: Tu
bulent propagation velocities fall always lower than tho
obtained for frozen and periodic stirring. This is somewha
odds with what is reported in Refs. 6 and 12, although o

nes

FIG. 5. S vs Q for DRZ regime, full symbols denote simulation results
the front propagation while open symbols stand for simulation of the p
effective diffusion Eq.~18! ~without reaction!. In all the simulations we
have employedD52.0. Circles, squares and triangles correspond to tur
lent flow (l 052.0, t050.1), frozen stirring (l 052.0) and periodic eddies
respectively, (16316 eddies!. Continuous lines stand for theoretical predi
tions ~see the text!.
3855Martı́, Sagués, and Sancho
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should keep in mind that the range ofQ values there consid
ered were of two orders of magnitude larger than ours.

In Fig. 5 results for the DRZ regimen are presented. T
numerical data obtained under different stirring mechanis
are plotted. These numerical results are compared with
corresponding theoretically predicted values based on
~18! above. The values of the effective diffusion coefficie
DT have been obtained independently from direct simulat
of pure scalar diffusion~without reaction!. Theoretical pre-
dictions based in Eq.~18! exhibit a remarkable agreeme
with numerical results for a broad set of theQ values here
considered and irrespective of the type of stirring flow co
sidered. Moreover, the theoretical dependences ofDT on u0

2

either for random flows in the weak stirring lim
(DT2D;u0

2t0)16 or for periodic flows in the limit of small
Peclet number (DT2D;u0

2/D),21 are clearly confirmed in
this Fig. 5.

C. Results for K versus KO spectra

In order to investigate the influence of the different sp
tra on the enhancement of the front speed, we present in
6 numerical results corresponding to the two regimes of fr

FIG. 6. Comparison between K and KO spectra. Circles stand for th
spectrum while squares and romboids stand for the KO spectrum with
samel 0 and the samek0 , respectively~see Fig. 1!. Black circles are the
same simulation data of Figs. 4a and 5, and white circles correspond t
simulated effective diffusion.~a! Thin front propagating mode.~b! Distrib-
uted front propagating mode. For KO spectrum we have employedN5256.
3856 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 12, December 1997
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propagation previously identified and the pair of turbule
spectra introduced in Sec. II. Respectively, Fig. 6a rep
duces conditions of thin front propagation, whereas Fig.
those for distributed reaction fronts. Both in Figs. 6a and
circles stand for results obtained with K spectrum, wher
squares and romboids correspond to the KO distributi
Since both spectra can be compared either on the bas
their integral length scale,l 0 , or of their maximum,k0 , we
have chosen to separately consider both cases. Specific
squares represent simulations from both spectra with
same value ofl 0 , i.e., comparing cases~a! and~b! in Fig. 1,
and romboids correspond to both spectra taken at equal
ues ofk0 , i.e., comparing cases~a! and~c! in Fig. 1. On the
other hand, black circles in Fig. 6a and black and white o
in Fig. 6b are, respectively, replotted from Figs. 4a and
Just for the sake of comparison, we have also included
Fig. 6a as white circles, results forS2 obtained from the
simulated values of the effective diffusion through the use
expression~18!.

Let us start with the conditions of the HP regime~Fig.
6a!. When both spectra are taken at equall 0, we find smaller
values of the turbulent front velocity for KO than for K spe
trum. The situation is just the reverse one when both spe
are taken with the same maximum. Both findings admi
rather direct interpretation. From Fig. 1a we conclude t
when both spectra have equal integral length scale, the
distribution displays its maximum at a smaller value ofk0 .
This means that in this last case larger length scale mod
tions are going to be the most relevant ones in bending
propagating interface. This in turn means that the fro
length is going to be less enhanced and, since we are re
ring to the HP propagation mode, so will happen with t
effective front speed. Contrarily, when the two maxima c
incide, what makes the difference is the long tail in the K
distribution. Such large wavenumbers, small spatial modu
tions, are going to be very effective both in wrinkling mo
intensively the front interface but even more, by interferi
the front dynamics at scales comparable to the front thi
ness. Both effects lead to larger values of the turbulent fr
velocity. In particular the last mentioned feature is evidenc
when observing that results for the KO spectrum approac
this case those that would correspond to a front subjecte
the K distribution and propagating under the enhanced di
sion mechanism~white circles!. A somewhat similar en-
hancement of the front velocity at moderateQ has been
found in a theoretical analysis22 when a thin front is slightly
perturbed at scales smaller thand0 .

Let us turn now to the DRZ regime of Fig. 6b. What w
observe in this situation is that no appreciable effect is fou
when both maxima coincide in the respective spectra. Ho
ever, smaller values ofS2 are observed for equal integra
length scales. Analogously as before, both results can be
terpreted just by looking at Fig. 1. In the first case, one c
imagine that the interface thickness would be wide enoug
comprise the most energetic wavenumbers of both flows
such a way that the effective diffusion would be similar
renormalized. Contrarily when prescribing an equal value
l 0 , those more energetic modes in the KO distribution
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shifted to smaller wavenumbers and in turn are going to
less effective in enhancing the effective diffusion.

IV. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES

In summary, we have presented here a simple model
chemical front propagating in a turbulent media. Althou
artificial, the model reproduces realistic scenarios of fr
propagation modes in chemical experiments. The obse
dependences of the propagating front velocities on the
rameters and characteristics of the flow compares well w
some of the most well known relations proposed in the
erature. The simplicity and versatility of the computer imp
mentation of turbulent flows and the simple model used
describe the front propagation in these media open new
spectives in the study of more complicated situations in
bulent fluids.
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